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Accession 

No. 
Object Description

Reason for 

Deaccession
Photo

TF140 Windshield, 

Automobile

Large glass sheet in metal frame Poor condition

TF141 Windshield, 

Automobile

Large glass sheet in metal frame Poor Condition

TF142 Windshield, 

Automobile

Large glass sheet in metal frame Poor Condition

TF143 Windshield, 

Automobile

Large, rectangular sheet of thick glass 

with metal frame

Poor Condition

TF144 A-H Window 

Wipers

8 pieces of automotive window 

accessories.

Fragment

TF176 Windshield, 

Automobile

Windshield, automobile, metal frame 

with glass window.

Poor Condition

WD247 Wedge Heavy metal wedge used for splitting 

logs.

Poor condition

WD248 Wedge Heavy metal wedge used for splitting 

logs.

Poor condition

FP410 Cream 

Separator 

Part

spout for cream separator Fragment

FP413 stand for 

cream 

separator

stand for pail, would be affixed to a 

cream separator

fragment, poor 

condition

FP414 stand for 

cream 

separator

stand for pail, would be affixed to a 

cream separator

fragment, poor 

condition

WD240 Nails Group of nails with square heads, 

various sizes.

Poor condition, 

duplicate

WD241 Nails Group of nails with square heads, 

various sizes.

Poor condition, 

duplicate
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WD242 Nails Group of nails with square heads, all the 

same size.

Poor condition, 

duplicate

WD243 Nails and Pegs Group of items including nails, pegs, and 

screw fragments.

Poor condition, 

duplicate

ME11 Open-Ended 

Wrench

Double open-ended wrench, one side 

smaller than the other, for Toyota 

motors.

Duplicate

ME10 Open-End 

Wrench

Small double open-ended wrench. Duplicate

AG16 Crank Handle, 

Silage Cutter

Hand crank, handle for manual 

operation of silage cutter at a barn, S-

shaped hand crank painted red-brown, 

joint has square shaped hole, 

embossment on arm reads "SC.11", 

handle is a tapered wooden dowel with 

red and white paint residue.

Fragment, poor 

condition

1991.0039.0

005

Towel Rack Towel rack; glass tube bent same way 

on each end at 90 degree angle; each 

end is metal - flared - w/screwholes in 

each flare

Fragment, 

unknown context

MA45 Brush Hook Brush hook with no handle Duplicate, 

incomplete

MA44 Brush Hook Brush hook with no handle Duplicate, 

incomplete

TF59 Plough Trace two long thick leather straps with a 

metal chain at one end and a metal loop 

each strung through a short perforated 

strap, longer thicker strap and one end 

of a padded strap

Poor condition

TX81 A-C Buckles for 

Auto Knitter

Three buckles for auto knitter machine. 

Cast iron, U shape attached (hinge) to 

pentagon shaped frame, with three 

holes (two pentagon shape along 

bottom, one drop shape at top point).

Duplicate, 

fragment
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TX165 A-F Embroidery 

Floss

Embroidery floss, orange and blue, with 

paper labels "Salome".

unknown context

TX166 A-E Buttons Five metal buttons with decorate 

enamelled design.

unknown context

TX59 Needle Holder Crocheted needle holder, book-like, 

with interior pocket.

duplicate, poor 

condition

TX113 Embroidery 

Hoops

Five embroidery hoops, different sizes, 

one oval and others circular.

unknown context

TX173 Spool wooden spool with some thread wound 

around it

duplicate

TX174 Purple thread cardboard spool wound with purple 

thread

poor condition

LH12 Sole Fragment Part of sole for shoe, leather, toe/front 

section; round sticker on smooth side, 

brown with green text and graphic of 

parrot at centre, text around reads: 

"Oak Bark Tanned Leather "It Talks".

fragment, poor 

condition

ME64 Wrench Wrench, double sided open end; 

rounded, forked at either end, middle 

handle section has text stamped on: 

"Oxwall Quality Steel Japan".

duplicate

ME65 Wrench Wrench, double sided open end; 

rounded and forked at ends, middle 

handle section has text embossed: "1/4 

Shelley 3/16".

duplicate

CZ180 A-B Insoles Set of insoles, metal covered with dark 

brown leather.

poor condition

AR107 Footboard Footboard for blacksmithing, possibly 

used as part of a bellows. Wooden 

board with leather nailed onto one face, 

on reverse is a strip of wood nailed on 

as a brace.

poor condition, 

fragment
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TF149 Horse Tack, 

Belt

Stiff perforated leather with buckle on 

one end. Misnumbered 327-73

poor condition, 

fragment

TF75 Horse Tack, 

Belly Band

Thick padded leather strap with a 

narrower strap topsititched on top 

ending in two loops. Thinner perforated 

strap with buckle wrapped around a 

metal rectangle on either side of thick 

strap

poor condition, 

fragment

TF97 Paint grinder Hollow cylinder that tapers into wider 

base with 3 rounded rectangular 

projections. Similar to top of paint 

grinder but without jagged inside.

fragment

AD196 Adornment, 

Metal Fish

Small carved metal fish saddle 

adornment

fragment

AD197 Adornment, 

Metal Saddle

Small metal saddle shaped saddle 

adornment

fragment

FU28 Hook Metal hook flattened and poked 

through a curved piece of leather

fragment

TF118 Bike Chain Dark metal rusted bike chain connected 

into a loop

fragment

FT40 Chainsaw 

Blades

Six blades for chainsaws. fragment, poor 

condition
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FT42 Bucksaw Bucksaw with dark green frame, faded 

in colour, thin serrated blade.

duplicate

FT38 Bucksaw Bucksaw, wood frame with thin serrated 

blade.

duplicate

1974.0058.0

001

Shovel Head Metal shovel head, possible for edging. fragment, poor 

condition

FT30 Pickaroon Pickaroon, small; wooden handle with 

hinged hook at top.

duplicate

FT32 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Handle, crosscut, lacquered wood with 

metal fixture attached.

duplicate

FT33 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Handle, crosscut, worn light wood with 

metal fixture attached.

duplicate

FT34 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Handle, crosscut, worn wood with metal 

fixture attached.

duplicate

FT35 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Handle, crosscut, small; wood with 

metal fixture attached at middle.

duplicate
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FT36 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Handle, crosscut; worn wood with metal 

fixture attached in middle.

duplicate

FT37 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Handle, crosscut, small; wood with 

metal fixture, lever, attached.

duplicate

FT43 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Crosscut saw handle, painted blue. duplicate

FT31 Crosscut Saw 

Handle

Saw handle, wooden. duplicate

ME76 Hammer Ball-peen hammer, large head and long 

wooden handle.

duplicate

ME77 Hammer Ball-peen hammer, small. duplicate

AG42 Plough Blade Plough blade, triangular. poor condition

AG43 A-B Mattock 

Blades

Two mattock tool heads, no handles. duplicate
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MI3 Pick Pick; pick axe; no handle. fragment

WD42 Splitting 

Wedge

Wedge used for splitting logs. duplicate

WD43 Wedge, 

Splitting

Wedge used for splitting logs. duplicate

FT39 Chainsaw 

Guide Bar

Guide bar for chain saw; the chain is 

fitted onto the rim of this object and 

slotted into the chainsaw. Pioneer 

brand.

fragment

AH115 A-B Chicken 

Feeder

Chicken feeder, base detached. 

"Cyphers Santiary Grit and Shell Box".

duplicate, broken

AH116 A-F Horseshoes Six horseshoes. duplicate, poor 

condition

AH117 A-B Troughs Two narrow metal feeding troughs. duplicate

1978.0094.0

001 A-C

Bucksaw 

Frame

Frame for a bucksaw, wooden, in three 

pieces.

fragment, 

duplicate

FP408 Enamel dish white enamel dish, possibly used in food 

preparation

unknown context
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WD250 Large Mallet Large mallet, metal rings around either 

side of head, pockmarked by pest 

damage

poor condition

CO206 A-B Half Chaps Leather half chaps or gaiters for 

horseback riding. The half chaps are 

worn around the calves. 

unknown context

CO207 A-B Half Chaps Leather half chaps or gaiters for 

horseback riding. The half chaps are 

worn around the calves. 

unknown context

CO205 A-B Half Chaps Leather half chaps or gaiters for 

horseback riding. The half chaps are 

worn around the calves. 

unknown context

1965.0072.0

001

Horse Harness Two not matching scotch housings. 

Leather tube nailed to thick leather that 

projects up and out in the shape of 

wings. Sit at the top of a horse collar 

usually for show

unknown context, 

incomplete

1993.0003.0

002

Tractor Seat Metal tractor seat with curved metal 

attachment.

unknown context, 

incomplete

MR193 Siding 

Samples

Rectangular cardboard box with Lee 

Valley siding samples inside.

unknown context

AR116 Clip, 

Studebaker 

Roof

Black metal hinged clip used to keep a 

Studebaker car roof in the closed 

position.

Fragment, 

unknown context

1973.0117.0

001

Socket Set socket set duplicate
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BC65 Window Rectangular textured glass panel. unknown context, 

incomplete

1962.0010.0

001 A-B

Froe Froe or shake knife, handle is separate 

from blade.

poor condition

BC16 Window Window with rectangular glass panes in 

different shades of yellow in alumninum 

frame.

unknown context

CN131 Wood Box Rectangular wooden box with a large 

metal chasp and metal reinforcements 

on the corners.

unknown context, 

poor condition

PG242 Leather Bag Black soft leather black with metal clasp 

at top, doctor's bag?

unknown context

FP415 A-C Cream 

Separator 

Part

Black metal cream separator fragment 

with large handle at back.

incomplete, 

unknown context, 

poor condition

AJ4 Sam Browne 

Belt

Brown leather Sam Browne belt with 

stitch detailing.

duplicate, 

unknown context

AJ5 Sam Browne 

Belt

Brown leather Sam Browne belt with 

orange shoulder strap.

duplicate, 

unknown context

PG241 Suitcase Brown leather covered suitcase with 

blue striped fabric inside.

unknown context
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CN130 Wooden Box Rectangular wooden box with wooden 

hinges.

unknown context

CZ184 Belt Thin brown leather belt with a 

rectangular buckle.

poor condition, 

unknown context

CZ186 Belt Black leather belt with a large silver 

buckle.

unknown context

CZ187 Belt Khaki fabric belt with a simple metal 

buckle.

unknown context

CZ188 Belt Orange and brown leather belt with 

extender.

unknown context

CZ189 Shoulder 

Strap

Beige cotton strap with brass hardware. 

Possibly a shoulder attachment for a 

belt.

unknown context, 

incomplete

CZ190 Fabric Belt Khaki fabric belt with brass hardware. poor condition, 

unknown context

MU24 Brush Black flat brush with a wooden handle 

and plastic bristles.

duplicate, 

unknown context
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MU25 Homemade 

Gasket

Flat disc of black painted metal with 

four small holes and one large hole in 

the centre. The holes are rough around 

the edges, the piece was either used 

heavily or homemade.

incomplete, 

unknown context, 

poor condition

PN13 Paint Grinder Two-part metal bowl grinder. incomplete

AR111 Lid Brass metal round lid with a small knob 

at the top.

incomplete

AR113 A-G Spindles 7 doorknob spindles with slightly 

different makes and styles.

poor condition

CZ185 Belt Black leather Hickok brand belt with a 

covered black metal buckle embossed 

with a spiral.

unknown context

AR115 Metal Handle Thin wire handle with filigree design on 

the top edge.

incomplete

AR114 Doorknob 

Stem

Small metal stem from a doorknob. incomplete, poor 

condition

AR117 Attachment 

Link

Cast iron attachment link for affixing a 

detachable chain on farm equipment, 

commonly manure spreaders.

incomplete
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FU37 Metal Piece Small rectangular piece of metal with a 

hole through the centre. Used for an 

unknown purpose. Possibly part of a 

doorknob.

unknown 

function, 

incomplete

FU38 Hinge Brass hinge with four points of 

articulation.

poor condition

AR110 Foot, Stool Black cast iron and glass stool foot in the 

shape of a claw grasping a glass orb.

incomplete

FU36 A,B rail Two white painted metal L-shaped 

bracket-like objects.

unknown function

1985.0016.0

001

Mule Shoe Small shoe for a mule. duplicate, poor 

condition

1990.0016.0

002 A-C

Runner, floor Two pieces of geometric patterned 

linoleum flooring including a runner 

piece.

poor condition

NN2189 pump, water broken poor condition

WD202 Adze Head Adze, head only, large; large wedge-like 

blade, lens shaped opening for handle.

duplicate

SE9 A-B Ice Skates Black leather skates with mismatched 

cotton laces.

duplicate, 

unknown context

SE10 A-B Ice Skates Black leather "Invictus Special" brand 

skates.

duplicate, 

unknown context
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SE11 A Ice Skate Single red leather skate with a boot that 

reaches the mid calf.

duplicate, 

unknown context

SE13 A-B Ice Skates Black leather boot with red leather 

detailing.

duplicate, 

unknown context

SE15 A-B Ice Skates Black leather skated with red leather toe 

and white cotton laces.

duplicate, 

unknown context

1996.0029.0

001 A-B

Pattern Pattern for ladies slipover one piece, 

contained in an envelope.

purchase

AG40 Pitchfork Fork for gardening, four tines, with 

broken off handle.

poor condition

1966.0296.0

001

Bench a) Bench; rectangular top; four square 

legs

duplicate

1993.0013.0

003

Baseball 

Catcher's Mitt

Black leather catcher's mitt with brown 

stitching. Made by Denkert.

purchase

2009.0016.0

001

Unknown 

Tool

Handmade tool, possibly a cutter 

relating to agricultural work or 

alternatively associated with canning.

unknown function

1993.0013.0

004

Backcatcher 

Baseball Vest

Orange and blue baseball backcatcher's 

chest protector made of denim, cotton, 

and leather with quilted segments.

purchase

1989.0096.0

001 A-B

Boxing Gloves A pair of maroon leather boxing gloves. purchase
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1989.0102.0

001

Golf Club Sargent iron golf club with a wooden 

shaft.

purchase

1989.0103.0

001

Golf Club "Jack White" wooden golf club. purchase

1988.0213.0

001 A-B

Barbell A pair of wooden barbells. purchase

1988.0214.0

001

Punching Bag Brown leather punching bag. Made for 

sale in Woodward stores.

purchase

MU18 Tool Box, 

"Combination 

Outfit"

Tool box or crate, all wood, no lid; black 

stencil lettering on long sides reads: 

"Combination Outfit of Tools for General 

Boot, Shoe, Rubber, Harness, and 

Tinware Repairing".

duplicate

1991.0052.0

001

Catcher's 

Mask

Baseball catcher's mask made of light 

brown leather and metal.

purchase

FU40 Box of 

Miscellaneous 

Items

Box containing a variety of fragments 

and otherwise unidentifiable items, do 

not appear to be related to each other, 

unknown functions.

unknown 

function, artifact 

fragment, poor 

condition
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ID No.
Object 

Name
Description

Reason for 

Deaccession
Photo

L89-73 Textbook Principles of Modern Biology school 

textbook with cover, name written on 

inside of cover: Thelma Barer

relevancy to 

mandate

L67-69 Poetry 

Collection

Recessional & Vampire by Kipling, 

leather cover

poor condition

L76-69 Reference 

book

Pageant of BC by BA McKelvie relevancy to 

mandate

NN Notebook Notebook with plain black cover, 

contains musical theory and notes, 

apparent signature inside "GW '14/25" ?

unknown context

L282-68; 191-

63

Catalog Link-Belt General Catalog 500 relevancy to 

mandate

L8-74 Textbook Commercial and Foreign Exchange 

Arithmetic, signed inside "H. Norval 

Dutcher 1379 Devonshire Crescent 

Vancouver BC"

relevancy to 

mandate

246-65; L48-

68

Reference 

book

The Canadian Annual Review 1914 relevancy to 

mandate

194-72; P7-

72

Sheet Music Flag of the Free! Sheet music book, 

name signed on front illegible

relevancy to 

mandate

NN Notebook Notebook with plain black cover, 

contains musical theory handwritten in 

pencil, apparent signature inside: "GW 

'14/25" ?

unknown context

NN Music book Plain black cover, similar to notebooks, 

paper pasted on front "Old Favourites", 

contains sheet music pasted to the 

pages and page numbering

unknown context

NN Reference 

book

The Education of a Music Lover, signed 

inside Harold R. Kaufmann, also has 

scribbling/doodling

relevancy to 

mandate,  

unknown context

L69-73 Reference 

book

Music for All of Us relevancy to 

mandate 

NN Notebook Presser's Music Writing Books, with 

notation written inside in pencil, several 

song titles written on cover

unknown context

A.80.31 Instruction 

manual

The Linotype Self-Quadder relevancy to 

mandate,  

unknown context

A.83.25 (2) Catalog? Atlas Flexible Fuel and Oil Lines relevancy to 

mandate, 

unknown context
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A.83.25 (1) Catalog Atlas Fan Belt and Radiator Hose 1949-

50

relevancy to 

mandate, 

unknown context

A.83.25 Catalog Atlas Micronic Oil Filters relevancy to 

mandate, 

unknown context

A.83.25 (4) Catalog 1951 Catalogue Number Fifty One 

Canada Motor Products Limited

relevancy to 

mandate, 

unknown context

A.83.25 (5) Catalog GM Factory Parts Approved 1951 

Edition

relevancy to 

mandate, 

unknown context

L-13-72 Manual/Textb

ook

Practical Course in Touch Typewriting relevancy to 

mandate

L-15-72 Manual/Textb

ook

New Intensive Typing relevancy to 

mandate

L-14-72 Manual/Textb

ook

The Van Sant System of Touch 

Typewriting for Royal Typewriters.

relevancy to 

mandate

L81-73 Textbook Bookkeeping for Joint Stock Companies relevancy to 

mandate

71-63; L58-

68

Reference 

book

Forests of British Columbia, written 

inside “Property of the Surrey 

Museum”, also written inside “Donated 

by Stan Dainard and John Pearson, 

1963”, water damage/mold on rear 

cover

poor condition

A.81.66 Recipe Book Battle Creek Foods and Vegetarian 

Recipes

relevancy to 

mandate,  

unknown context

NN Recipe book Tried Recipes Canada Nut Co., Ltd relevancy to 

mandate,  

unknown context

NN Music book Blank music book, signed on front 

Douglas Hooser

relevancy to 

mandate

452-65; L76-

68

Textbook The Dominion Educator, 8 copies, full 

set donated contained 18 volumes

relevancy to 

mandate

L58-72 Cookbook Magic Baking Powder relevancy to 

mandate

L55-72 Cookbook Carnation Milk relevancy to 

mandate

L36-72 Cookbook Fruit & Veggie relevancy to 

mandate
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L52-72 Cookbook Table & Kitchen relevancy to 

mandate

L43-73 Textbook Elementary Geometry, signed inside 

Deryk Forster, cover detached

poor condition

113-66 (12); 

L260-68

Textbook New Elementary Grammar, cover 

detached, handwritten notes in pencil 

inside cover

relevancy to 

mandate

23-65; L77-

68

Annual The International Year Book 1899, cover 

detached, originally donated a set of 12 

volumes

relevancy to 

mandate, poor 

condition

2-66; L294-

68

Textbook The Canadian Educator, three copies relevancy to 

mandate

194-72 Music books Set of choral music, Octavo Choruses, 

note says it is the wrong # for these 

items

relevancy to 

mandate

L14-73 Newspaper The Illustrated London News Coronation 

Edition 1953, bound cover, note inside 

proposed deaccession

relevancy to 

mandate

470-65; L518-

68

Souvenir Souvenir book, same as above but poor 

condition

relevancy to 

mandate

NN Newspaper Bound newspaper, The Illustrated 

London News, duplicate

relevancy to 

mandate

L13-73 Newspaper Bound newspaper, The Illustrated 

London News, note inside proposes 

deaccession

relevancy to 

mandate

830-62; L521-

68

Souvenir 

Newspaper

Illustrated Coronation edition, Souvenir 

Issue, note inside proposes deaccession

relevancy to 

mandate

A.80.25 Schedule Memorial Services for H.M. King George 

V, City of New Westminster

relevancy to 

mandate

A.80.25 Reference 

Book

The A.B.C. Guide to the Coronation relevancy to 

mandate

A.80.25 Programme The Coronation of Her Majesty Queen 

Elizabeth II, Approved Souvenir 

Programme

relevancy to 

mandate

NN Magazine? Punch Coronation Number 1953, signed 

on front Mabel Stevenson Elgin

relevancy to 

mandate

A.80.25 Magazine Country Life Coronation: Full Report relevancy to 

mandate
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A.80.25 Info Book A Form of Prayer and Thanksgiving to 

Almighty God, related to the coronation 

of King George VI

relevancy to 

mandate

A.80.25 Booklet The Royal Law, Coronation Souvenir 

1937

relevancy to 

mandate

A.80.25 Magazine Coronation Souvenir, Our Royal Family, 

Supplement to the Weldon Ladies’ 

Journal

relevancy to 

mandate

A.80.25 Booklet Coronation Calendar, 1937 relevancy to 

mandate

D-7-72 Magazine Scotland’s SMT Magazine, Coronation 

Annual 1953

relevancy to 

mandate

L374-68 Reference 

book

Review and Album International Live 

Stock Exposition 1925

relevancy to 

mandate

113-66 Reference 

book

Inquire Within for Anything You Want 

To Know; or, over three thousand seven 

hundred facts worth knowing, cover 

detatched

poor condition

L80-73 Reference 

book

The Home Physician and Guide to 

Health

relevancy to 

mandate

NN Reference 

Book

The Practical Poultry Keeper, green 

cover

duplicate, 

unknown context

L41-69 Reference 

Book

Fitting Sheep for Show Ring and Market relevancy to 

mandate

L121-69 Report Report on Milk Records relevancy to 

mandate

L34-69 Report Report on Milk Records relevancy to 

mandate

L58-73 Manual The New Farmers’ Manual, no cover relevancy to 

mandate, poor 

condition

L36-69 Reference 

book

Officers and Members of the Ayrshire 

Breeders’ Association (1914), no cover

poor condition

NN Report Report of the Dominion Experimental 

Farms (1919)

unknown context

NN Reference 

book

The Surrey Story duplicate

NN Reference 

book

The Surrey Story, Vol. 2 duplicate

NN Reference 

book

The Surrey Story, Vol. 2 duplicate

NN Pamphlet Farm Poultry Raising unknown context


